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Abstract

In recent years, automatic speaker verification (ASV) al-

gorithms have undergone significant progress. They have been

widely deployed in different applications, but the ASV systems

are vulnerable to spoofing attacks, such as impersonation, re-

play, text-to-speech, voice conversion and the recently emerged

adversarial attacks. To improve the robustness of the ASV

system, researchers have designed anti-spoofing systems to re-

sist spoofing attacks. While previously proposed systems have

shown to be effective for spoof attacks detection, they are all

ensemble methods based on different speech representations

and architectures at the cost of increased model complexity,

with similar performance not being achieved with single sys-

tems. This paper proposes an attention-based single convolu-

tional neural network to learn discriminative feature embedding

for spoof detection, achieving performance comparable to en-

semble methods. The key idea is to decrease the information

redundancy among channels and focus on the most informative

sub-bands of speech representations. The experiments show

that our proposed single system achieves an equal error rate

of 1.87% on the evaluation set of ASVspoof 2019 Challenge,

outperforming all single systems and comparable to the second-

ranked system (EER 1.86%) among all known systems.

Index Terms: anti-spoofing, automatic speaker verification,

attention-based cnn

1. Introduction

Automatic Speaker Verification(ASV) systems aim at confirm-

ing a claimed speaker identity by a spoken utterance, and that

is used for a wide range of application services in recent years

[1–3]. However, ASV systems are vulnerable to spoofing at-

tacks, such as impersonation (mimics or twins), replay (pre-

recorded audio), text-to-speech(TTS), voice conversion (VC),

and the recently emerged adversarial attacks [4, 5]. The re-

cent advances in VC and TTS technologies have produced high-

quality natural-sounding speech [6], and have shown a potential

threat to ASV systems [7, 8].

To solve the problem of spoofing attacks, the ASVspoof

challenge series [9–11] has been held in recent years, which

provides datasets and metrics for anti-spoofing speaker verifica-

tion research. The previous ASVspoof Challenges focused on

raising awareness and fostering solutions to address spoofing at-

tacks generated by replay, TTS and VC. Especially, ASVspoof

2019 contains all previous attacks, which divides the attacks

into logical access (LA) and physical access (PA). The LA task

focuses on detecting TTS and VC attacks, and the PA task fo-

cuses on the detection of replay attacks. In this study, we focus

on the LA attacks.

Most previous methods have focused on the design of spe-

cific front-ends, and results from the bi-annual ASVspoof eval-

uations also show that effective countermeasures demand hand-

crafted features specially designed such as Zero Time Window-

ing Cepstral Coefficients (ZTWCC), Linear Frequency Cep-

stral Coefficients (LFCC) and Constant-Q Cepstral Coefficients

(CQCC) [12]. Given the diversity in spoofing attacks, in or-

der to further improve the performance, some researchers in-

troduced model fusion based on different features [13–15] at

the cost of increased model complexity. It shows that no sin-

gle front-end can detect reliably the full range of artefacts pro-

duced by different spoofing attacks. Moreover, some researches

[16–18] show that not all frequency bands are helpful for these

spoofing tasks and that these can only be detected reliably us-

ing front-ends that have high spectral resolutions in the same

bands [19, 20]. However, conventional cepstrum processing

only treats them in the same way, instead of emphasizing in-

formation at the sub-band level, which may affect anti-spoofing

performance. Besides, non-local correlations exist in a T-F

spectrogram along the frequency axis. A typical example is

the correlations among harmonics, which has been shown to

be helpful for spoofing detection, but simply stacking several

2D convolution layers with small kernels cannot capture such

global correlation.

To address these problems, this paper proposes an attention-

based system for spoofing detection. Attention can be viewed

as a tool to learn the most informative components of an in-

put signal, which focuses on essential features and suppress-

ing unnecessary ones. Attention-based methods have been ap-

plied in classification and recognition tasks, e.g. language mod-

els [21], face recognition [22], image classification [23] and

ASV replay attack detection [24, 25]. Precisely, the proposed

attention module consists of two blocks named frequency at-

tention block (FAB) and channel attention block (CAB). The

frequency attention block aims to learn non-local correlations

in a T-F spectrogram along the frequency axis and focus on

the essential sub-bands, and the channel attention block aims

to learn the inter-channel relationships to decrease the informa-

tion redundancy among channels. Experiments show that our

proposed method outperforms all existing single systems on the

ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset and ranks between the second and

third places among all participating systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the general framework of our proposed systems and then

introduces the two attention blocks in detail. Section 3 shows

the experimental setup and results. Finally, we summarize the

conclusions derived from this research in Section 4.

2. Our proposed methods

This section will first present a general framework of our pro-

posed system and then introduce the two attention blocks in de-

tail. Finally, we describe how to aggregate them together for

ASV spoofing detection.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of our proposed architecture. Top of this figure is a standard process for ResNet and the bottom is ours.

Given an intermediate feature map Fi, the attention module first generates a Frequency refined feature Ff , then yields a channel refined

feature Fc. ⊗ means matrix multiplication and ⊕ means element-wise summation.

2.1. Overview architecture

As illustrated in Figure 1, We adopt the network architecture

adapted from [26]. Building upon the original CNN architec-

tures, we add the attention module to the top of each resid-

ual bottleneck of the ResNet structure. The proposed attention

module consists of two blocks, frequency attention block and

channel attention block, to capture frequency relationship and

channel relationships. Specifically, given an input feature map

Fi, the attention module first generates an inter-frequency re-

lationship matrix and the weighted feature by matrix multipli-

cation sequentially, and then yields the frequency-refined fea-

ture Ff by element-wise summation. Inspired by Resnet, this

residual learning can help improve the stability of the training

process. Similarly, we can then obtain the channel-refined fea-

ture Fc in the same way. In addition, considering that global

average pooling may reduce detection performance, we employ

attentive temporal pooling to assign higher importance to par-

ticular segments of the input. As a result, our proposed system

can reduce the redundancy of information and focus on the most

crucial part through the methods mentioned above, thus obtain-

ing better performance.

2.2. Frequency attention block

The prior studies (Section 1) revealed that not all frequency

bands are helpful for these spoofing tasks, which inevitably re-

sults in information redundancy and even makes the feature has

a risk of over-fitting. Besides, non-local correlations, such as

harmonics, exist in a time-frequency spectrogram along the fre-

quency axis. However, simply stacking several 2D convolution

layers with small kernels cannot capture such global correla-

tion. Therefore, we design the frequency attention block to be

inserted at the top of each residual block to enable the model

to have a full-frequency receptive field and focus on the most

informative frequency bands. Figure 2 shows the details of the

proposed frequency attention block.

With the input feature Fi ∈ RC×F×T , the FAB first

squeezes the feature map along the channel axis and time axis

using both global average pooling and max pooling parallelly,

which generates two feature vectors F
avg

f and Fmax
f . Then

those two features are concatenated to form the aggregated fea-

ture F cat
f , followed by 2D 1x1 convolution to obtain an inter-

mediate feature map F
pool

f . It can be formulated as:

F
pool

f = Conv(F avg

f
c©F

max
f ) (1)
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Figure 2: Frequency Attention Block (FAB). In this figure, c©
denotes concatenation operator, ⊗ denotes matrix multiplica-

tion, s© means softmax activation and ⊕ means element-wise

summation. And softmax operation is performed on each row of

the matrix

where F
pool

f ∈ R1×F×1, c© means concatenate two features

together. After that, we first applied reshape and calculate its

autocorrelation matrix. Then softmax operation is performed

on each row of the matrix to get the frequency attention matrix

Af .

Af = Softmax(F pool

f ⊗ (F pool

f )T) (2)

Finally, the input feature Fi is matrix multiplied by the fre-

quency attention Af , and then obtained a frequency-refined fea-

ture Ff ∈ RC×F×T via residual shortcut learning.

Ff = Fi ⊕ (α× (Af ⊗ Fi)) (3)

where α is a learnable parameter with initialization of 0 to de-

crease the difficulty of convergence process in first few training

epochs.

2.3. Channel attention block

For a standard convolutional network, as the convolutional layer

deepens, the number of channels increases, which inevitably re-

sults in an information redundancy among channels. To further

improve the system’s performance, the attention module also

contains a channel attention block to learn the inter-channel re-

lationships of an intermediate feature map. As Figure 3 illus-

trated, following the same strategy used in frequency attention

block, we first apply average-pooling and max-pooling along

the frequency axis and time axis,and then sum them together

to form an efficient feature descriptor, followed by convolution

operation, and softmax layer is conducted to obtain the final

channel attention matrix. It can be formulated as:
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Figure 3: Channel Attention Block (CAB). In this figure, ⊕ de-

notes element-wise summation, ⊗ means matrix multiplication

and s© denotes softmax activation.

Table 1: Summary of the ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset

bonafide Spoof

utterance utterance attacks

Training 2580 22800 A01-A06

Development 2548 22296 A01-A06

Evaluation 7533 63882 A07-A19

Ac = Softmax(Conv(F avg
c ⊕ F

max
c )) (4)

Finally, the input feature Fi is matrix multiplied by the channel

attention Ac and then obtained a channel-refined feature Fc ∈
RC×F×T via residual shortcut learning.

Ff = Fi ⊕ (β × (Ac ⊗ Fi)) (5)

where β is a learnable parameter with initialization of 0 to de-

crease the difficulty of convergence process in first few training

epochs.

2.4. Attention block integration designs

The two attention blocks can be individually or combined as a

module integrated into the existing network. In this subsection,

we introduce three different combined designs: (1) Sequential,

in which the two blocks are combined in a sequential way; (2)

Seq-inversed, in which the channel attention block is moved

before the frequency attention block and (3) Parallel, in which

the two blocks are combined in a parallel way. The details are

illustrated in Figure 4.

3. Experiments

3.1. Datasets and Evaluation metrics

The ASVspoof 2019 challenge provides a standard database

[27] for anti-spoofing, which contains two subset evaluations:

physical access (PA) and logical access (LA). All our experi-

ments are conducted under the LA subset. As Table 1 described,

the LA subset is partitioned into three part for training, devel-

opment and evaluation, and each part includes genuine speech

and different kinds of TTS and VC spoofing attacks. Training

and development sets share the same 6 attacks (A01-A06), con-

sisting of 4 TTS and 2 VC algorithms. There are 13 attacks (7

TTS and 6 VC) in the evaluation set. It is noted that the eval-

uation set includes only two known attacks (A16, A19) and 11

unknown attacks (A07-A15, A17, A18).

We evaluate our model performance with the equal error

rate (EER) and the tandem detection cost function (t-DCF) met-

rics. The t-DCF takes both the ASV system and spoofing coun-

termeasure errors into consideration. With a fixed ASV system,
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Figure 4: Attention block integration designs. The two atten-

tion block are aggregated in three ways: (b)sequentially, (c)Seq-

inversed and (d)parallel.

the lower the t-DCF, the better the anti-spoof system perfor-

mance. Further details of t-DCF can be found in [28].

3.2. Details of systems implementation

In this study, we extract the log power magnitude spectrogram

of the utterances as input to the proposed system. The spec-

trograms are extracted with a ”Hanning” window having the

size of 25 ms and step-size of 10 ms, and 512 FFT points are

applied. To form a consistent input representation, we set 750

frames as the fixed length and replicate the spectrogram features

along the time axis if the duration is shorter than 7.5 seconds,

and we randomly choose a consecutive piece of frames and dis-

card the rest for long utterance. Therefore, the original input

spectrogram has a shape of 750 × 257, where 750 is the number

of frames and 257 is the number of FFT bins. None addition-

ally preprocessing techniques such as speech activity detection

or dereverberation was explored in these systems.

We use the network architecture from [26] with Softmax

loss function as our backbone to train the baseline model. The

architecture is based on deep residual network ResNet18 [29],

where the global average pooling layer is replaced by an at-

tentive temporal pooling layer. We use 256 for the embedding

dimension. All our systems are trained with Softmax loss, ex-

cept for system Sequential† constrained with OC-Softmax. The

hyper-parameters of the OC-Softmax loss function is the same

as in [30].

We implement the algorithms in the PyTorch framework

[31]. We use Adam optimizer with the β1 parameter set to 0.9

and the β2 parameter set to 0.999 to update the weights in the

model. The batch size is set to 32. The learning rate is initially

set to 0.0003 with half decay for every 10 epochs. We trained
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Table 2: Results on the development set and the evaluation set

of the ASVspoof 2019 LA scenario. † means the system con-

strained with OC-Softmax loss.

Model Dev Set Eval Set

EER(%) t-DCF EER(%) t-DCF

Baseline 0.44 0.014 3.26 0.081

Frequency 0.39 0.012 2.70 0.069

Channel 0.38 0.012 2.81 0.076

Sequential 0.34 0.010 2.38 0.062

Seq-inversed 0.43 0.012 2.55 0.071

Parallel 0.43 0.012 2.53 0.067

Sequential† 0.16 0.004 1.87 0.051

the network for 100 epochs, then we select the model with the

lowest validation EER and report the results evaluate on eval-

uation set. For the system with Softmax loss, the anti-spoof

system’s output is directly adopted as the countermeasure (CM)

score; for the system with OC-Softmax loss, the final CM score

is the cosine similarity between the speech embedding and the

weight vector in OC-Softmax.

3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Evaluation of attention block

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we first

conduct comparative experiments for each attention block sep-

arately and then analyze three different ways of aggregating the

proposed frequency attention block and channel attention block.

Finally, we train the proposed system with other loss functions,

such as OC-Softmax, which introduced in [30] and demon-

strated an elegant way to against unknown spoofing attacks. The

results of the system aggregated with different attention block

are presented in Table 2 on both the development and evalua-

tion sets. From the table, we can observe that whether aggre-

gated with frequency attention block or channel attention block,

both evaluate results achieve better performance than baseline,

confirming that the proposed attention module can capture more

global channel information and focus on the most crucial part.

While aggregated with both attention blocks, the sequential or-

der performs slightly better than the other two ways. Besides,

we experimentally verify that the proposed attention module

can be combined with the existing state-of-the-art algorithms

for a better spoof detection performance.

3.3.2. Comparison with other systems

We also compared the proposed system with various systems

on the evaluation set of ASVspoof 2019 logical access cor-

pus. We consider not only some of the top-performing systems

of the ASVspoof 2019 challenge but also recently published

works. Those systems contain the two ASVspoof 2019 baseline

systems B1 and B2, and the top four performance systems in

ASVspoof 2019 challenge results [11]. The latter are signified

by their anonymous ASVspoof 2019 identifiers T05, T45, T60

and T24. In addition, recent published novel methods such as

feature genuinization [34], data augmentation [35], novel loss

function [30], and sub-bands model fusion [33] are also consid-

ered. For all methods with a reference, we obtained their results

from their papers.

Table 3 reports the performance comparison of the pro-

posed system to some of the single systems discussed above. It

Table 3: Performance comparison with other single systems on

the evaluation set of the ASVspoof 2019 LA scenario.

System EER (%) min t-DCF

CQCC+GMM(B1) 9.57 0.237

LFCC+GMM(B2) 8.09 0.212

Wu et al. [32] 4.07 0.102

Tak et al. [33] 3.50 0.090

Chen et al. [34] 3.49 0.092

Rohan et al. [35] 3.13 0.094

Proposed 2.38 0.062

Zhang et al.† [30] 2.19 0.059

Proposed† 1.87 0.051

Table 4: Performance comparison with other ensemble systems

on the evaluation set of the ASVspoof 2019 LA scenario.

System EER (%) min t-DCF

T24 3.45 0.095

Tak et al. [33] 2.92 0.074

T60 2.64 0.075

Proposed† 1.87 0.051

T45 1.86 0.051

T05 0.22 0.179

can be seen that our proposed system outperforms all other sin-

gle systems (no model fusion) results in terms of both the per-

formance metrics t-DCF and EER. Moreover, the proposed sys-

tems are comparable to the second-ranked system on the leader

board of the ASVspoof 2019 Challenge for LA scenario, even

though these competing systems are based upon an ensemble

of comparatively complex neural network based architectures.

Further detail presented in Table 4.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we propose an attention-based convolutional neu-

ral network to learn the global relationships of speech feature.

Precisely, the proposed attention module consists of two blocks

named frequency attention block and channel attention block.

The frequency attention block aims to focus on the most in-

formative sub-bands of Spectrograms, and the channel atten-

tion block aims to decrease the information redundancy among

channels. We experimentally confirmed that our proposed at-

tention module could work as an auxiliary tool to integrate

with existing popular network architectures and loss functions

to boost the spoof detection system’s performance. The experi-

ments also show that the proposed system (EER 1.87%) outper-

forms all existing single systems of the ASVspoof 2019 Chal-

lenge LA scenario and is comparable to the second system (EER

1.86%) among all participating systems. The future work will

focus on extending the studies to replay attack detection and

other multimedia forgeries.
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